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Real Estate Investors: 
Ten Ways to Make

 $500/hour as a Consultant.
1.) Lease Option
2.) FSBO auction
3.) Buyer Marketing for Realtors
4.) SMM appointments
5.) Mail listings for them
6.) List build - just train them to script and email
7.) Photography DRONE - train agents OR photographer
8.) REO agents Self Serve
9.) Mortgage to double business with bad credit buyers
10.) Consulting with realtors on no equity sellers
Bonus: Commission Finance - Rentals/LO - Lender B/C

RIP LITTLE GUY
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Real Estate Investors: 
Ten Ways to Make

 $500/hour as a Consultant.
The process is always the same:
1.) Start as a GXM - Collect 77s, A-Pile and Build Success Stories and PP

2.) Attempt to duplicate success stories with the (guaranteed) Consult

3.) Then move on to implementing a FULL Model

“Don’t prepare. Begin.  Remember, our enemy is not lack of preparation; it’s not the 
difficulty of the project or the state of the marketplace or the emptiness of our bank 
account. The enemy is Resistance.

The enemy is our chattering brain, which, if we give it so much as a nanosecond, will start 
producing excuses, alibis, transparent self-justifications, and a million reasons why we 
can’t/ shouldn’t/won’t do what we know we need to do. Start before you’re ready.”

- Pressfield from Do the Work
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Real Estate Investors: 
Ten Ways to Make

 $500/hour as a Consultant.
What is the REAL point of all this?

1.) Lease Option
2.) FSBO auction
3.) Buyer Marketing for Realtors
4.) SMM appointments
5.) Mail listings for them
6.) List build - just train them to script and email
7.) Photography DRONE - train agents OR photographer
8.) REO agents Self Serve
9.) Mortgage to double business with bad credit buyers
10.) Consulting with realtors on no equity sellers
Bonus: Commission Finance - Rentals/LO - Lender B/C
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Y Combinator is the famous money startup laucnched more than 2,000 companies, Doordash, coinbase, dropbox, twitch, 
reddit, Stripe, AirBNB - companies now over 300 BILLION...  In Mastery, Robert Greene describes Paul Graham (one of the 
founders) approach like this:  

“They coached their apprentices in all of the principles they had learned along the way—the benefit in looking for new 
applications of existing technology and needs that are not being met; the importance of maintaining the closest possible 
relationship with customers; the need to keep ideas as simple and realistic as possible; the value of creating a superior 
product and of winning through craftsmanship, as opposed to fixating on making money... 

As their apprentices learned, they learned as well. Oddly enough, they discovered that what really makes successful 
entrepreneurs is not the nature of the idea, or the university they went to, but their actual character—their willingness to 
adapt their idea and take advantage of possibilities they had not first imagined. This is precisely the trait—the fluidity of mind
—that Graham had identified in himself and in other inventors. The other essential character trait was supreme tenacity.”
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Real Estate Investors: 
Ten Ways to Make

 $500/hour as a Consultant.

Nearly all businesses are surviving on MARKET momentum
- To build Models is to build your OWN economy and opportunities
- By going through the process correctly you will always start with HELPING
- The HIGHEST goal (financially) is EQUITY and DIVIDENDS and this creates both
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Real Estate Investors: 
Ten Ways to Make

 $500/hour as a Consultant.
1.) Lease Option (sellers/agents)
2.) FSBO auction
3.) Buyer Marketing for Realtors
4.) SMM appointments
5.) Mail listings for them
6.) List build - just train them to script and email
7.) Photography DRONE - train agents OR photographer
8.) REO agents Self Serve
9.) Mortgage to double business with bad credit buyers
10.) Consulting with realtors on no equity sellers
Bonus: Commission Finance - Rentals/LO - Lender B/C
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 $500/hour as a Consultant.
"Thanks  to you guys and BigReia.com for the first time I truly notice the beautiful
  in everything and my GRATITUDE!"

I'd always heard your entire life flashes before your eyes the second before you die. First of all, that one second isn't a 
second, at all; it stretches on forever, like an ocean of time. 
 
For me, it was lying on my back, at boy scout camp, watching falling stars; And yellow leaves, from the maple trees that 
lined our street; Or my grandmother's hands, and the way her skin seemed like paper; And the first time I saw my cousin 
Tony's brand new firebird. And Janie..... and Janie. And Caroline. 
 
I guess I could be pretty pissed off about what happened to me; But it's hard to stay mad when there's so much beauty in 
the world. Sometimes, I feel like I'm seeing it all at once, and it's too much - My heart fills up like a balloon that's about to 
burst. And then I remember to relax, and stop trying to hold on to it. And then it flows through me like rain. 
 
And, I can't feel anything but gratitude for every single moment of my stupid little life. 
 
You have no idea what I'm talking about, I'm sure. But, don't worry. You will someday. 


